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A B S T R A C T

Recent advances in L-band passive microwave remote sensing provide an unprecedented opportunity to monitor
soil moisture at ~40 km spatial resolution around the globe. Nevertheless, retrieval of the accurate high spatial
resolution soil moisture maps that are required to satisfy hydro-meteorological and agricultural applications
remains a challenge. Currently, a variety of downscaling, otherwise known as disaggregation techniques have
been proposed as the solution to disaggregate the coarse passive microwave soil moisture into high-to-medium
resolutions. These techniques take advantage of the strengths of both the passive microwave observations of soil
moisture having low spatial resolution and the spatially detailed information on land surface features that either
influence or represent soil moisture variability. However, such techniques have typically been developed and
tested individually under differing weather and climate conditions, meaning that there is no clear guidance on
which technique performs the best. Consequently, this paper presents a quantitative assessment of the existing
radar-, optical-, radiometer-, and oversampling-based downscaling techniques using a singular extensive data set
collected specifically for that purpose, being the Soil Moisture Active Passive Experiment (SMAPEx)-4 and -5
airborne field campaigns, and the OzNet in situ stations, to determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of
their performances. The oversampling-based soil moisture product best captured the temporal and spatial
variability of the reference soil moisture overall, though the radar-based products had a better temporal
agreement with airborne soil moisture during the short SMAPEx-4 period. Moreover, the difference between
temporal analysis of products against in situ and airborne soil moisture reference data sets pointed to the fact that
relying on in situ measurements alone is not appropriate for validation of spatially enhanced soil moisture maps.

1. Introduction

Soil moisture influences land-atmosphere interaction via fluxes of
energy and water, and thus impacts weather and climate conditions

(Seneviratne et al., 2010), hydrology (Corradini, 2014; Koster et al.,
2004, 2010) and agricultural production (Bolten et al., 2010). The
ability to provide reliable, spatially distributed and temporally con-
sistent measurements of soil moisture will therefore be of great benefit.
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Key to providing such information economically across the globe has
been the development of L-band passive microwave remote sensing
technology (Entekhabi et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2016). The passive L-
band microwave approach is widely accepted as the optimum tech-
nology for soil moisture estimation (Entekhabi et al., 2010).

There are currently two L-band passive microwave satellite missions
dedicated to monitoring the near surface soil moisture every 2 to
3 days: i) the European Space Agency (ESA) Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS), launched in November 2009 as the first ever dedicated
satellite for soil moisture mapping, and ii) the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP),
launched in January 2015 as the first ever satellite to combine a radar
and radiometer to produce an enhanced resolution soil moisture pro-
duct. Together, the SMOS and SMAP missions have provided a con-
tinuity of dedicated satellite soil moisture observations globally since
2010 (Kerr et al., 2016).

Soil moisture estimates at the native resolution of both the SMOS
and SMAP radiometers are at a coarse scale of approximately 40 km
(but provided on 25 km and 36 km grid spacing, respectively), which is
not sufficient to meet the spatial resolution requirements of hydro-
meteorological, agricultural and carbon cycle applications (e.g.
Entekhabi et al., 2010; Molero et al., 2016). However, the inclusion of
an L-band radar on SMAP was to provide spatial scale improvement of
the radiometric observations by combining with the L-band radiometer
observations (Entekhabi et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2010). The sensi-
tivity of radar backscatter to soil moisture dynamics and the geophy-
sical properties of the soil surface was expected to contribute to im-
provement of the retrievals' accuracy and disaggregation of radiometric
soil moisture estimates (Chauhan, 1997; Petropoulos et al., 2015).
However, loss of coincident radar imaging in July 2015, due to a
hardware anomaly, meant that an alternative downscaling approach
had to be sought. Moreover, there is no radar sensor aboard SMOS.
Consequently, alternative downscaling techniques have been applied to
the two soil moisture missions, with the aim to accurately and effi-
ciently increase the resolution of SMOS and SMAP passive L-band soil
moisture (and/or brightness temperature).

Reviews of techniques for downscaling passive microwave data for
high resolution soil moisture mapping have been recently published by
Sabaghy et al. (2018) and Peng et al. (2017). Downscaling methods
exploit both the accuracy of the passive L-band microwave observations
and the high resolution spatial variability of the ancillary data. Ac-
cordingly, downscaling techniques include, but are not limited to
radar-, optical-, radiometer-, and oversampling-based methods.

The radar-based downscaling techniques (Bindlish et al., 2008; Das
et al., 2014; Akbar and Moghaddam, 2015; Das et al., 2011; Piles et al.,
2009; Zhan et al., 2006) are based on radar-radiometer combination
algorithms which enhance the spatial detail of coarse radiometric soil
moisture using the spatially varied information on land surface features
provided by radar. The extent of correlation between backscatter and
soil moisture, and sensitivity of backscatter to soil moisture changes
determine the success of radar-based downscaling techniques in esti-
mating the variation of soil moisture in space (Wu et al., 2014).

The basic concept behind the optical-based downscaling techniques
(e.g. Fang et al., 2013; Merlin et al., 2006, 2008a,b, 2012, 2013; Piles
et al., 2011, 2012, 2013) is the feature space between vegetation index
and surface temperature in the shape of a triangle/trapezoid (e.g.
Carlson et al., 1994; Gillies and Carlson, 1995) which indicates wet and
dry conditions at its edges. This feature space adjusts the sensitivity of
land surface temperature to soil moisture as a function of vegetation
cover density and canopy type.

The radiometer-based downscaling technique (e.g. Gevaert et al.,
2015; Santi, 2010) uses radiometric emissions at higher frequency (Ka-
band, 26 to 40 GHz) to provide information about spatial variability of
the surface when there is no rainfall event (Gevaert et al., 2015). The
advantage of the radiometer- (over the optical-) based approach lies in
the capacity of radiometer imagery to deliver ancillary data under all-

weather conditions and being less affected by the soil surface condition.
However, the radiometer-based technique is not able to improve the
resolution of soil moisture content to the same extent as the optical-
based techniques due to the coarser resolution of that data, as the re-
solution of downscaled products is dictated by that of the ancillary data
used for the downscaling.

The oversampling-based method (Chaubell, 2016; Chan et al., 2018)
applies an interpolation technique which rescales the brightness tem-
perature values to 30 km and posted onto a 9 km grid. Consequently, it
creates the most optimal brightness temperature by aggregating
brightness temperature values that are centred near a particular radius
with a relatively short length of intervals. For the methods that
downscale the brightness temperature (e.g. oversampling- and radio-
meter-based techniques), soil moisture retrieval is then conducted on
the higher resolution brightness temperature using the same passive
microwave soil moisture retrieval algorithm as for the coarse observa-
tions.

A diversity of downscaling approaches exists. These approaches are
typically developed and tested under differing weather and climate
conditions. However, until now there has been no rigorous test to assess
which downscaling methodology yields the best overall soil moisture
estimation at higher resolution over a specific location and climate
condition, which can only be achieved by comparing the approaches on
a common data set. Therefore, this paper presents a comprehensive
inter-comparison of the various downscaling techniques against each
other and reference data to determine the relative strengths and
weaknesses of their performance. This is the first comprehensive as-
sessment of the complete range of different radar-, optical-, radio-
meter-, and oversampling-based downscaled soil moisture products
which are readily available using the same set of evaluation data, in
order to take a step towards multi-sensor high resolution soil moisture
retrieval for typical Australian landscapes. The performance of down-
scaled products was also benchmarked against the radiometer-only
retrievals of SMAP and SMOS.

This paper has focused on analysing the performance of downscaled
soil moisture products for a typical Australian landscape and climate.
However, deep insight into the performance of downscaled soil
moisture products requires that similar inter-comparisons be under-
taken for different climate conditions and landscapes around the world.
Consequently, the curators of such data sets (e.g. Soil Moisture Active
Passive Validation EXperiment (SMAPVEX)) are encouraged to conduct
similar soil moisture inter-comparisons over their sites.

2. Study area and reference data sets

The Yanco agricultural area in New South Wales, Australia, was
chosen to conduct this research. Yanco has a landscape and climate that
are representative of much of southeast Australia. The climate is clas-
sified as semi-arid based on the Köppen-Geiger climate classification
system. An average annual amount of about 400 mm precipitation falls
in the Yanco area throughout the year, and its minimum and maximum
average annual temperature is equal to 11°C and 24°C, respectively
(Bureau of Meterology, 2018). The Yanco area is located on a flat plain
in the Murrumbidgee River catchment and contains a network of soil
moisture and rainfall monitoring stations as part of OzNet (Smith et al.,
2012). The locations of OzNet stations installed in the Yanco region are
shown as black dots in Fig. 1. Moreover, the soil moisture measure-
ments utilized for evaluation in this study are those over the 0–5 cm
depth of soil, which is widely accepted as being the monitoring depth of
L-band passive microwave soil moisture and their downscaled soil
moisture products. These data are available from http://www.oznet.
org.au. The temporal pattern of soil moisture is consistent with the
occurrence of precipitation events with wetting and drying cycles for
the 1st April to 1st November 2015 study period as shown in Fig. 2. The
study area is relatively flat, with a variety of land use, soil and vege-
tation types, thus making Yanco an appropriate site for evaluation of
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downscaling algorithm performance.
Over the Yanco region, the Soil Moisture Active Passive Experiment

(SMAPEx)-4 and -5 airborne campaigns were designed to cover an area
of about 71 km × 89 km (145.98°– 146.75°E longitude and 34.22°–
35.03°S latitude, see Fig. 1) for the purpose of calibration and valida-
tion of SMAP soil moisture products. These experiments were carried
out during the Australian autumn (SMAPEx-4, from the 1st to 22nd May
2015 when crops were in the early growth stage or under cultivation)
and spring (SMAPEx-5, from 7th to 27th September 2015 when crops
were in the maturity stage). During SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field
campaigns, airborne L-band passive microwave brightness temperature

were collected using the Polarimetric L-band Multi-beam Radiometer
(PLMR) instrument concurrent with the SMAP and SMOS satellite
overpasses. The PLMR radiometer, having similar characteristics to that
of the SMAP and SMOS missions, provided brightness temperature at
both vertical and horizontal polarization with 1 km resolution, and thus
soil moisture for an equivalent depth to that from SMAP and SMOS. It
collected dual-polarized brightness temperature measurements with
six-beams at across-track incidence angles of± 7°,± 21.5°, and±
38.5°, which were then angle normalized to±38.5° using the ap-
proach of Ye et al. (2015) before retrieval of the soil moisture. These
airborne observations were supported by ground sampling activities

OzNet Sta�ons
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Water
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Fig. 1. The study area for (a) SMAPEx-4 and (b) SMAPEx-5 airborne field campaigns conducted in the Yanco region in south east of Australia along with red
rectangles which delineate the coverage of airborne measurements of each campaign, being 71 km × 85 km for SMAPEx-4 and 71 km × 89 km for SMAPEx-5. Blue
rectangles show the locations of the intense ground samplings and black dots are the OzNet in situ monitoring stations. Note: the land use maps were created using
two Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) images at 30 m spatial resolution, acquired on the 10th of June and 30th of September 2015, to match the dates of the
SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns.
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tween 1st April and 1st November 2015 used in this
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measurements, respectively. The dark blue bars show the
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that were conducted concurrent to flight acquisitions, to provide in-
formation about vegetation (biomass, vegetation water content, leaf
area index, etc.) and surface roughness, which were used for the soil
moisture retrieval. The Hydraprobe Data Acquisition System (HDAS) - a
dielectric probe - was also used to measure top 5 cm intensive in situ soil
moisture data at 250 m grid spacing coincident with airborne sampling.
The intensive HDAS soil moisture measurements were collected to
evaluate the performance of airborne PLMR soil moisture retrievals.

The PLMR radiometric brightness temperature observations were
used to derive a reference airborne soil moisture data set. This retrieval
process included application of the L-band Microwave Emission of the
Biosphere (L-MEB, Wigneron et al., 2007) radiative transfer model to
PLMR brightness temperature (Ye et al., Submitted for publication).
The vegetation water content used by the L-MEB model for soil
moisture retrieval was estimated using the relationships developed by
Gao et al. (2015), which convert the derived Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI, Rouse et al., 1974) from daily 250 m MOD-
erate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) reflectance pro-
ducts (MOD09GQ) to vegetation water content. Utilized surface
roughness and vegetation parameters were obtained from Panciera
et al. (2008, 2009) and information about land surface types were
collected from the studies conducted by Grant et al. (2008) and
Wigneron et al. (2007). In order to estimate effective soil temperature,
the average of soil temperature measurements at 2.5 and 40 cm depth
were calculated using measurements from the six temporary monitoring
stations over the Yanco area.

In order to quantify the accuracy of the reference airborne PLMR
soil moisture maps and their propagation into the evaluation statistics
for the downscaled soil moisture, the airborne PLMR soil moisture re-
trievals were compared against the HDAS measurements over all in-
tense soil moisture sampling areas for SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field
campaigns (Fig. 3). The intensive HDAS soil moisture measurements
were averaged to 3 km for the comparison with the airborne PLMR soil
moisture aggregated to 3 km. While overall evaluation of 3 km PLMR

soil moisture pixels are reported in Fig. 3, the accuracy assessment was
also conducted for each dominant land surface type with similar results.
An overall RMSD of 0.04 m3 m−3 and R2 of 0.76 was achieved for 3 km
SMAPEx-4 and -5 soil moisture data, showing that airborne soil
moisture could be used as a suitable reference for evaluation of
downscaled soil moisture products. The PLMR soil moisture maps at
1 km were not evaluated in a similar way as there were only a few
HDAS intense soil moisture measurements (⩽4) available within each
1 km footprint, yielding the analysis unreliable. In addition, the HDAS
measurements within the 1 km scale had a large variability due to the
range of moisture condition.

3. Downscaling methods

This study comprehensively evaluated the performance of soil
moisture downscaled products against each other in terms of accuracy
and capability to capture the variability of soil moisture in space and
time. The products were derived from a variety of current downscaling
techniques, categorized as either radar-, optical-, radiometer- and
oversampling-based techniques. The soil moisture products evaluated
in this study are listed in Table 1 along with the downscaling techniques
and approaches, product definitions, key references, and main down-
scaling inputs as applicable. The downscaling techniques were bench-
marked against the SMOS and SMAP coarse passive microwave ob-
servations to provide insight about the impact of downscaling
approaches on the accuracy of soil moisture retrievals, and inter-com-
pared over the Yanco region using the airborne soil moisture maps
collected during the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns, as well
as OzNet in situ measurements for the period between 1 April and 1
November 2015. The intention of this comparison was to reveal if
downscaled soil moisture products surpass the coarse passive soil
moisture estimates in terms of accuracy, and to quantitate the extent of
possible improvement (or deterioration). In this study, the SMAP Level
3 Radiometer Global Daily soil moisture (version 3) posted on the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of SMAPEx-4 and -5 PLMR soil moisture estimates at 3 km
against aggregated intense HDAS soil moisture measurements to 3 km. Whiskers
in red show the standard deviation of aggregated HDAS measurements to 3 km,
while whiskers in blue show the standard deviation of aggregated PLMR soil
moisture estimates to 3 km.
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36 km EASE-Grid, and the daily global SMOS Level 3 radiometric soil
moisture retrievals, obtained from the 43 km mean spatial scale SMOS
observations posted on the 25 km grid (SMOS operational MIR
CLF31A/D version 3.00 obtained from the CATDS website: https://
www.catds.fr/Products/Products-access), were evaluated for this pur-
pose.

3.0.1. Radar-based techniques

The SMAP soil moisture was downscaled from 36 to 9 km using the
radar-based downscaling techniques, including: i) the baseline active/
passive method of SMAP (Das et al., 2014) and, ii) the Multi-Objective
Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) by Akbar et al. (2016). The baseline
active/passive combination technique is the main procedure used by
the SMAP science team to produce the SMAP Radar/Radiometer soil
moisture products at 9 km resolution prior to the radar failure. This
downscaling algorithm was developed to take advantage of the
strengths of passive and active microwave observations, being accurate
and high resolution soil moisture mapping, respectively. The baseline
algorithm disaggregated the SMAP radiometric brightness temperature
through combination with SMAP radar backscatter. This procedure,
which inherited background knowledge from the work of Piles et al.
(2009) and Das et al. (2011), includes: i) calibrating model parameters
from a linear regression analysis of the time series of brightness tem-
perature-radar backscatter pairs at radiometric footprint (36 km), and
ii) combination of the coarse resolution brightness temperature and
medium resolution radar backscatter (9 km) using a linear function,
which utilizes the calibrated slope from the predecessor step. Soil
moisture is then estimated by applying the radiative transfer model
(single channel algorithm, Jackson, 1993) to the downscaled brightness
temperature. These estimates are available at the NASA National Snow
and Ice Data Center Distributed Active Archive Center (NSIDC DAAC)
website as SMAP Level 3 Radar/Radiometer Global Daily 9 km EASE-
Grid Soil Moisture, Version 3 (SPL3SMAP, access link: https://nsidc.
org/data/SPL3SMAP/versions/3).

The MOEA is a physical-based downscaling technique (Akbar et al.,
2016), which implicitly disaggregates the radiometric soil moisture
from the coarse scale of 36 km to the medium scale of 9 km using a
multi-objective optimization approach. This technique is based on the
combination of optimized radar- and radiometer-only soil moisture
estimations and is developed to compromise on the performance of the
forward electromagnetic emission and scattering models. The MOEA
technique finds an optimum solution by including evaluation of mul-
tiple objective functions within each iteration. Based on stochastic op-
erators, the MOEA procedure gives more weight to the most accurate
soil moisture retrievals from either radar backscatter or brightness
temperature. The MOEA technique was applied to the SMAP L2
Radiometer Half-Orbit 36 km EASE-Grid Soil Moisture, Version 2 and
SMAP L1C Radar Half-Orbit High-Resolution σo Data on 1 km Swath
Grid, Version 1 (SPL1CS0) pairs.

3.0.2. Optical-based techniques

Two types of physically based optical downscaling techniques were
applied to the daily global SMOS Level 3 radiometric soil moisture re-
trievals, obtained from the 43 km mean spatial scale SMOS observations
posted on the 25 km grid (SMOS operational MIR CLF31A/D, version
3.00 obtained from the Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS
(CATDS) website) and SMAP Level 3 Radiometer Global Daily soil
moisture posted on the 36 km EASE-Grid. Disaggregation was based on
the Physical And Theoretical scale Change (DisPATCh; Merlin et al.,
2013) and the Vegetation Temperature Condition Index (VTCI; Peng
et al., 2015, 2016) approaches to achieve a 1 km spatial resolution.

The DisPATCh uses the Soil Evaporative Efficiency (SEE, i.e. ratio of
actual to potential soil evaporation) derived from the daily MODIS land
surface temperature (MOD11A1 and MYD11A1 products) and a 16 day

composite MODIS vegetation index product (MOD13A2) at 1 km re-
solution, as the main soil moisture downscaling component. MODIS
land surface temperature is decoupled in its soil and vegetation com-
ponents based on a partitioning method (Moran et al., 1994) with the
decoupled surface temperature corrected for the impact of elevation
using an ancillary 1 km resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) ac-
cording to Merlin et al. (2013). The SEE proxy is an appropriate
downscaling index because: i) it has a relatively constant daily char-
acterization for non-cloudy skies (Cragoa and Brutsaert, 1996) and ii) it
corresponds well with soil moisture changes (Anderson et al., 2007).
The DisPATCh technique was applied to the SMOS ascending and
descending soil moisture observations resulting in two DisPATCh pro-
ducts, the morning/ascending DisPATCh (DisPATChA) and afternoon/
descending DisPATCh (DisPATChD).

The VTCI technique uses the high resolution VTCI as the down-
scaling factor. The VTCI is a thermal based proxy which is used as a
drought monitoring index (Wang et al., 2001). It is calculated based on
the triangular/trapezoidal feature space constructed from 4 day com-
posite MODIS Leaf Area Index (LAI, MCD15A3) at 1 km resolution and
the daily Aqua MODIS day- and night-time land surface temperature
difference (ΔLSTday-night, MYD11A1).

3.0.3. Radiometer-based techniques

Downscaled SMAP soil moisture retrievals were also produced at
10 km using the radiometer-based Smoothing Filter-based Intensity
Modulation (SFIM) model used by Gevaert et al. (2015). The SFIM
methodology is based on the multi-sensor image fusion technique de-
signed by Liu (2000) . Success of this technique in producing down-
scaled Landsat Thematic Mapper data to a higher spatial resolution
using the high resolution Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre
images, motivated Santi (2010) to employ this technique for the pur-
pose of soil moisture downscaling. In the SFIM procedure a weighting
factor is used to downscale the 36 km SMAP Level 2 brightness tem-
perature (SPL2SMP) to 10 km. The downscaling factor used here is the
ratio between the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth
Observing System (AMSR2) Ka-band brightness temperature for each
grid cell at 10 km and the average of Ka-band brightness temperature
across the coarse scale of the SMAP brightness temperature observa-
tions. From downscaled SMAP brightness temperature, soil moisture
content was estimated through application of the Land Parameter Re-
trieval Model (LPRM, Owe et al., 2001, 2008).

3.0.4. Oversampling-based techniques

An oversampling-based technique (Chaubell, 2016; Chan et al.,
2018), based on the Backus-Gilbert interpolation method (Backus and
Gilbert, 1967, 1970), was also used to enhance not only the spatial scale
of SMAP brightness temperature but also its accuracy. Soil moisture was
then derived by applying a radiative transfer model to the brightness
temperature posted onto a 9 km grid. This technique was applied to the
morning/descending (D) and afternoon/ascending (A) SMAP level 1B
Radiometer Half-Orbit Time-Ordered brightness Temperature products
at 47 km × 36 km, resulting in two series of products: the EnhancedD
and EnhancedA, respectively. Free access to the SMAP enhanced soil
moisture products is granted (https://nsidc.org/data/SPL3SMP_E/
versions/2). The Backus-Gilbert is an optimal interpolation theory
that provides the closest observation to what perhaps would be mea-
sured by the radiometric instrument at the interpolation point (Poe,
1990). To this aim, all the brightness temperature values that are
centred near a particular radius within a relatively short length of in-
tervals are aggregated to a spatial resolution higher than the resolution
and/or footprint of observations. The extent of improvement of the
spatial resolution is determined by the sampling density and the overlap
in the response functions of the instrument at measurement locations.
Long and Daum (1998) found out that when the sampling pattern is
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denser there is a better opportunity for the spatial resolution en-
hancement of observations. The non-uniformity of overlapping mea-
surement is another factor which facilitates better resolution enhance-
ment (Long, 2003).

4. Evaluation methodology

This section describes the evaluation procedure that is summarised
in Fig. 4. Here downscaled products are evaluated against a compre-
hensive reference data set that includes the OzNet in situ soil moisture
measurements and SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne PLMR soil moisture
maps. The coarse passive SMAP and SMOS soil moisture products were
also compared against the same reference data set providing a baseline
scenario. Unlike previous studies (e.g. Al-Yaari et al., 2019; Chen et al.,
2018) which assessed the accuracy of SMAP and SMOS passive micro-
wave soil moisture products at their coarse scale (posted onto 36 and
25 km spatial resolution, respectively), this study only assessed the
accuracy of the coarse resolution products in the context of being a
reference for assessing the skill of the downscaled products relative to
the uniform field assumption. Accordingly, this assessment was to un-
derstand to what extent the downscaling techniques improved the
spatial soil moisture estimates over the simplistic assumption that the
soil moisture is a uniform field over coarse resolution pixels. This
evaluation is meant to serve as a quantitative assessment of the im-
provement in the downscaled products over the coarse soil moisture
products, applied directly at the same spatial resolution as the com-
parable downscaled product. Consequently, prior to the evaluation of
coarse SMAP and SMOS soil moisture products, each product was
mapped onto a 1 and 9 km grid, with the value of each coarse pixel
assigned to each higher resolution pixel lying within the original pixel.

The evaluation against OzNet measurements was conducted over
the period between 1st April and 1st November 2015, while the time
frame of the evaluation against airborne PLMR soil moisture was as-
sociated with the temporal extent of the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field
campaigns. The evaluation included a temporal analysis of downscaled
products against both the OzNet and airborne PLMR soil moisture. In
the temporal analysis, time series of soil moisture values from each
pixel of modelled estimates were compared against corresponding va-
lues from the reference PLMR maps and/or aggregated OzNet mea-
surements to the products pixel scale. Moreover, the spatial analysis
was carried out against the airborne PLMR soil moisture. In the spatial

analysis, daily maps of estimates were compared against the corre-
sponding reference map. From the temporal and spatial match-ups
mentioned above, the performance metrics were calculated, including
bias, coefficient of determination (R2), Root Mean Square Deviation
(RMSD), unbiased RMSD (ubRMSD), and slope of the linear regression.
In order to provide readers with more information about the perfor-
mance of soil moisture products, relative accuracy of the soil moisture
products was calculated and reported in the Appendix. The relative
accuracy parameters were calculated by dividing bias, RMSD, and
ubRMSD values by the average of reference soil moisture content values
through time and space for temporal and spatial analysis, respectively.

The optical-based downscaled products were evaluated at two dif-
ferent scales: i) 1 km being the original scale of the optical-based pro-
ducts, and ii) 9 km being the scale of radar- and oversampling-based
retrievals. For the evaluation at 9 km, the optical-based products herein
DisPATCh and VTCI were upscaled to the SMAP A/P scale of 9 km,
using the arithmetic average. The evaluation at 9 km was conducted to
make the comparison system consistent across downscaled soil
moisture products being mainly available at 9 km.

4.1. Evaluation against OzNet in situ soil moisture measurements

To compare downscaled products against OzNet, soil moisture
measurements from individual stations were averaged within the grid
cell of each product. However, for the 1 km grid, any pixel with a co-
incident OzNet station was considered for comparison. Therefore, 28
and 30 pixels at the 1 km scale of the DisPATCh and VTCI products,
respectively, were compared against the corresponding OzNet stations.
For the grid scales larger than 1 km, comparisons were made across the
pixels that had a large number of OzNet stations (more than or equal to
four) within their scale. Fig. 5 shows the selected pixels at the medium
scales of 9 and 10 km at which downscaled soil moisture products were
evaluated.

4.2. Evaluation against SMAPEx-4 and -5 PLMR soil moisture maps

The evaluation of downscaled products against PLMR required
pairing of the PLMR soil moisture maps with the nearest available
downscaled products to the PLMR flights, when coincident downscaled
data were not available. The nearest available products were selected
based on information about the rainfall occurrence over the study area

Downscaling Techniques

Radar-based

Radiometer-based

Optical-based

Oversampling-based

Passive Microwave 
Products

SMAP Brightness 
Temperature and/or Soil 

Moisture (36 km)

SMOS Brightness 
Temperature and/or Soil 

Moisture (25 km)

Ancillary Data

Active Microwave Products

Optical Products (1 km)

SMAP L-band Radar Backscatter (3 km)

Land Surface Temperature Vegetation Index

High Frequency Passive Microwave Products

AMSR2 Ka-band Brightness Temperature (10 km)

Downscaled Soil Moisture 
(1-10 km)

EvaluatePLMR Soil Moisture (3 km)

HDAS Intense Ground Based Soil 
Moisture Measurements

Evaluation Data Set

OzNet Ground Based Soil Moisture Measurements

Evaluated PLMR Soil Moisture Maps (1-10 km)Evaluation

Fig. 4. Schematic of the procedure used for evaluation of the downscaled soil moisture retrievals against airborne PLMR and OzNet in situ soil moisture mea-
surements.
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and minimal average absolute change (≤ 0.02 m3 m−3) of OzNet soil
moisture measurements between the flight dates and those of the
nearest available products in time. The date of the nearest available
observations to PLMR flights is written on soil moisture thumbnail plots
(Figs. 6 and 7) when data were not coincident. To resolve scale mis-
matches between soil moisture products and PLMR soil moisture maps,

the original PLMR soil moisture footprints were first processed onto the
same 1 km grid, and then averaged within the grid cell of each 9 or
10 km resolution product.

The main comparison scenario of downscaled products against air-
borne PLMR soil moisture was developed to discard the seasonal per-
formance of downscaled products because the operational application

Analysis AreaFlight AreaProducts at 9 kmProducts at 10 km OzNet Stations

(a) Products at 9 km (b) Products at 10 km
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the downscaled soil moisture product grids at (a) 9 km and (b) 10 km. The SMAPEx-4 and -5 flight coverage and location of OzNet stations are
highlighted in magenta rectangles and red dots, respectively. The cyan rectangle shows the common analysis area for both airborne field campaigns. Green squares
show the chosen pixels for analysis of soil moisture products against OzNet measurements. These pixels contain the largest number of OzNet stations (more than
four); the number of available stations is written in the pixel.
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of downscaled soil moisture products should be regardless of climate
conditions (Sabaghy et al., 2018). The analysis herein used the entire
downscaled soil moisture data captured during both the SMAPEx-4 and
-5 airborne field campaigns. Moreover, the seasonal performance of
downscaled soil moisture products was examined for the Austral au-
tumn (March–May, using SMAPEx-4 data) and spring (September–No-
vember using SMAPEx-5 data) as a complementary scenario, in order to
understand the seasonal performance and uncertainties of the soil
moisture products.

Radar-based soil moisture products were only available for the
period between 15 April and 7 July 2015 when the SMAP radar was still
transmitting data. Thus, radar-based products were evaluated only for
the SMAPEx-4 airborne field campaign. The seasonal evaluation of the
performance of other downscaled products was conducted when en-
ough (4 or more) coincident downscaled soil moisture maps were
available. Accordingly, the performance analysis of the VTCI-based
products was not possible for the SMAPEx-4 period as only one SMOS
VTCI and two SMAP VTCI soil moisture maps were captured due to
cloud.

In order to address the potential variation in number of different
downscaled products available for comparison, and eliminate the im-
pact on evaluation, only downscaled products collected on 3, 6, 11, 20
and 22 May 2015 during SMAPEx-4 were evaluated herein. This eva-
luation was undertaken for the SMAPEx-4 period only because the
radar-, optical-, radiometer- and oversampling-based products were all
available over this period.

5. Results

Time series of downscaled and observed airborne PLMR soil
moisture maps during the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. These figures show the per-
formance of the downscaled products in capturing the spatio-temporal
variability of soil moisture. The airborne PLMR soil moisture estimates
at 1 km have consistency with the occurrence of precipitation events,

mimicking the dry down cycle observed during SMAPEx-5 and the
rainfall interrupted drying spell during the SMAPEx-4 (Fig. 2). There is
no clear evidence from Figs. 6 and 7 to show that any downscaling
process is clearly superior to another for disaggregation of SMAP and/
or SMOS, but among the downscaled products available over the
SMAPEx-4 period, DisPATCh and VTCI products - especially at 9 km -
revealed the best visual agreement with the spatial and temporal pat-
tern of airborne PLMR soil moisture compared to other products.
However, a limitation of the optical approach is that it cannot deliver
any soil moisture downscaling under cloudy skies because of the lack of
cloud-free optical imagery, which is the key component or input in the
optical downscaling process. This shortcoming of optical imagery re-
sulted in the reduced availability of the VTCI-based downscaled soil
moisture, which uses the difference of day and night land surface
temperature in derivation of its downscaling index. The lack of access to
optical observations, which is more pronounced for the SMAPEx-5
period, is unlike microwave-based approaches where there are no such
gaps in data. The microwave-techniques are in general capable of soil
moisture downscaling under all-weather conditions. This capability is
due to microwave observations being able to pass through non-raining
clouds unaffected. The success of DisPATCh and VTCI products in
capturing the soil moisture spatio-temporal variability is followed by
the radar-based downscaled product, namely the SMAP MOEA, which
was only available for the SMAPEx-4 period.

The temporal evolution of downscaled soil moisture products at
9 km was also compared with that of aggregated OzNet measurements
to 9 km (Fig. 8) showing a significant level of agreement between them.
The majority of downscaled soil moisture values do not match the
median OzNet soil moisture closely, but are in the range of aggregated
OzNet measurements. However, there are also a few days on which
downscaled soil moisture estimates laid outside the OzNet measure-
ment range. Erratic oscillations were observed for the SMOS PassiveD
soil moisture estimates between July to September 2015. These oscil-
lations are reportedly due to a poor constraint on the Vegetation Optical
Depth (VOD) during the retrieval process. This is specific to the level 3
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algorithm used in this analysis (SMOS operational MIR CLF31A/D
product, version 3.00) and does not occur with the level 2 algorithm.
Accordingly, a new level 3 retrieval algorithm has recently been de-
veloped by the SMOS science team to constrain VOD during 3-orbit
periods and is currently being validated. The accuracy of downscaled
soil moisture products is known to be affected by the accuracy of the
coarse passive soil moisture from which downscaled products are de-
rived (Sabaghy et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2017). Accordingly, the soil
moisture values larger than 0.55 m3 m−3 were excluded from the sta-
tistical analysis. However, the SMOS DisPATChD and SMOS VTCI
downscaled soil moisture estimates were shown to rarely reach values
larger than 0.5 m3 m−3 in mid-August, similar to SMOS PassiveD soil
moisture estimates. While the SMAP Passive soil moisture estimates
shown in Fig. 8 were shown to be less than 0.47 m3 m−3, the SMAP A/P
soil moisture estimate on late June 2015 was shown to be more than
0.5 m3 m−3. This is explained as follows: if the 36 km SMAP Passive soil
moisture is 0.47 m3 m−3, as in this case, it is expected that some
downscaled pixels at higher spatial resolution will get wetter while
some will get drier to compensate and maintain the same average value
as the coarser pixel.

This analysis assessed the accuracy of downscaled soil moisture
products regardless of subpixel surface heterogeneity and land cover
types across the Yanco region, as downscaling techniques should be
applicable for a wide range of surface and vegetation cover conditions if
they are to be applied operationally. However, the dominant vegetation
cover at 1 and 9 km spatial resolution for the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne
field campaigns are available in Fig. A1 of the Appendix to provide
detailed information about vegetation cover over the study area.

5.1. Temporal analysis against OzNet

Temporal analysis of soil moisture products was carried out against
pixels containing multiple OzNet stations. In this analysis, time series of
soil moisture values from the chosen pixels were compared against
corresponding values from aggregated OzNet soil moisture measure-
ments. A summary of accuracy statistics from different downscaled
products is presented as a boxplot in Fig. 9, containing the minimum,

maximum, median, and interquartile ranges together with the mean.

5.1.1. Evaluation of products at 1 km
When compared against aggregated OzNet measurements at 1 km

(Fig. 9-a), the products were shown to have a poorer performance than
the products at 9 km. Such a decrease in the performance of products at
1 km could be associated with the spatial-scale mismatch, which is
expected to be larger for higher resolution products (van der Velde
et al., 2012). Moreover, it has previously been noted by Yee et al.
(2016) that the evaluation of soil moisture products against OzNet
stations in the Yanco region indicates a better accuracy for coarser re-
solutions whereby multi-stations are aggregated for each pixel foot-
print.

The SMAP VTCI with mean R2 of 0.85 and mean RMSD of 0.07 m3

m−3 was found to have the best performance. The R2 of DisPATCh
products at 1 km were observed to be slightly lower than that of
DisPATch products at 9 km. The same observation was made regarding
the R2 of SMAP VTCI at 1 km, which did not change much in com-
parison with that of SMAP VTCI at 9 km; the R2 for 1 km scaled SMAP
VTCI was on average 0.05 less than that of 9 km SMAP VTCI.
Conversely, the R2 of SMOS VTCI at 1 km was observed to be roughly
the same as that of SMOS VTCI at 9 km; similar results were obtained
for the SMOS PassiveD from which SMOS VTCI originated. This simi-
larity between the performance of SMOS PassiveD and SMOS VTCI is
consistent with previous results reported in Peng et al. (2015, 2016),
which showed that VTCI-based downscaled products maintained the
accuracy of the original coarse soil moisture products from which they
were derived.

Except for SMOS VTCI at 1 km, which slightly underestimated
OzNet soil moisture by −0.004 m3 m−3 on average, the remaining
products overestimated by between 0.012 and 0.046 m3 m−3 on
average. Underestimation of VTCI-based downscaled soil moisture
products was also reported by Peng et al. (2015, 2016). With the ex-
ception of SMAP VTCI, no improvement of statistical parameters was
observed for the 1 km downscaled products over the original coarse
passive SMAP and SMOS soil moisture measurements. However, the
accuracy of DisPATChD and SMOS VTCI were shown to be close to that
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(shown in Fig. 5). Shown here is the median of measurements from the OzNet stations, coarse SMAP and SMOS soil moisture retrievals posted to 9 km without any
downscaling technique being applied, and the range of downscaled soil moisture estimates for the Yanco region during the period between 1 April and 1 November
2015; d indicates the number of days for which downscaled soil moisture products were available over the SMAPEx-4 and -5 flight area.
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of SMOS PassiveD.
Spatial resolution improvement of downscaled soil moisture pro-

ducts to even higher spatial scale (such as field scale) is not expected to
increase the accuracy. For example, Wu et al. (2016) applied the active/
passive optional (Das et al., 2011), baseline (Das et al., 2014) and
change detection (Piles et al., 2009) retrieval algorithms to the
SMAPEx-3 airborne simulation (Wu et al., 2015) of the SMAP data
stream to test the robustness of alternate radar-radiometer combination
algorithms over a semi-arid region. From these alternate downscaling
techniques, downscaled soil moisture products were retrieved at three
different spatial scales including 1, 3, and 9 km. Findings of this study
revealed that all of the downscaled products at 9 km had better per-
formance than the products at 1 and 3 km spatial resolution in terms of
RMSD and spatial resolution improvement, with the downscaled pro-
ducts from 9 to 1 km deteriorating the statistical metrics.

As suggested by Merlin et al. (2015), the slope of linear regression
between downscaled products and OzNet in situ measurements was also
considered as an evaluation metric for assessment of products at 1 and
9 km. The mean slope values of products at 1 km varied between 1 and
1.3, showing little difference in the performance of products.

5.1.2. Evaluation of products at 9 km
Comparison of products at 9 km resolution (Fig. 9-b) shows that the

SMAP VTCI soil moisture product had the best temporal agreement

with OzNet measurements, followed by the SMAP EnhancedD and En-
hancedA products. The SMOS VTCI, SMOS PassiveD and DisPATChD
had the lowest agreement with the temporal pattern of OzNet soil
moisture compared to other products at 9 km, having an average R2 of
~0.6. The difference between the performance of the SMAP and SMOS
VTCI is the result of the difference in the SMAP and SMOS PassiveD
from which the SMAP and SMOS VTCI products were derived. The
SMAP VTCI soil moisture had an overall bias of−0.011 m3 m−3, which
explains the slight underestimation relative to the ground OzNet mea-
surements. While the SMOS VTCI, DisPATChD and SMAP VTCI under-
estimated relative to OzNet measurements, the other products over-
estimated. For example, the SMAP MOEA with average bias of 0.057 m3

m−3 had the most noticeable overestimation.
With the exception of SMAP VTCI and the Enhanced products, other

downscaled products at 9 km showed a deterioration in the R2 when
compared with the coarse original SMAP soil moisture products. For
instance, the R2 of SMAP A/P was on average 0.12 less than that of
SMAP PassiveA and PassiveD. Inferiority of SMAP A/P to SMAP Passive
products in terms of temporal correlation with in situ measurements has
also been reported by Mishra et al. (2018), who evaluated SMAP A/P
Level 3 soil moisture products using in situ soil moisture measurements
from the Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN) stations across the
Continental United States. The temporal correlation between the SMAP
SFIM and in situ OzNet soil moisture measurements also tended to be

9 
km

1 
km

(a)

(b)

SMOS DisPATChA (d = 118, n = 28)
SMOS DisPATChD (d = 120, n = 28)
SMAP VTCI (d = 16, n = 30)

SMOS VTCI (d = 19, n = 30)
SMAP PassiveA (d = 105, n = 28)
SMAP PassiveD (d = 98, n = 28)

SMOS PassiveA (d = 121, n = 28)
SMOS PassiveD (d = 119, n = 28)

SMOS DisPATChA (d = 118, n = 3)
SMOS DisPATChD (d = 120, n = 3)
SMAP EnhancedA (d = 88, n = 3)
SMAP EnhancedD (d = 101, n = 3)
SMAP MOEA (d = 35, n = 3)

SMAP SFIM (d = 89, n = 4)
SMAP A/P (d = 39, n = 3)
SMAP VTCI (d = 16, n = 3)
SMOS VTCI (d = 19, n = 3)

SMAP PassiveA (d = 105, n = 3)
SMAP PassiveD (d = 98, n = 3)
SMOS PassiveA (d = 121, n = 3)
SMOS PassiveD (d = 119, n = 3)

Fig. 9. Summary of results obtained from temporal analysis of soil moisture products at (a) 1 km and (b) 9 km against OzNet. For 9 km products, only pixels with the
largest number of stations were chosen. Each boxplot displays the distribution of the accuracy statistics of different downscaled products based on the interquartile
range, the maximum and minimum range, and the statistics median (bar) associated with the mean (dot). d indicates the number of downscaled products that were
used in this analysis and n indicates the number of statistical parameters that are summarized in this figure.
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lower than that of the SMAP Passive soil moisture products, similar to
results reported by Gevaert et al. (2015).

Among the downscaled products, the SMAP EnhancedA and

EnhancedD downscaled products maintained a similar RMSD to the
coarse SMAP passive soil moisture products. It is to be noted that SMAP
VTCI was the only downscaled product which outperformed the

Fig. 10. As for Fig. 9 but for the comparison against airborne PLMR soil moisture at 1 km in which analysis was carried out for all the pixels covering the study area.
These results are from different scenarios including: a) the equal number of downscaled products captured during SMAPEx-4, b) all available products during the
SMAPEx-4, and c) products captured over the entire SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns' period. Here s stands for the dimension of analysis area arranged in
row × column. Note: the performance analysis of the VTCI-based products was not possible for the SMAPEx-4 period as only one SMOS VTCI and two SMAP VTCI soil
moisture maps were available.
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original coarse passive SMAP in terms of RMSD, hitting the lowest
values of RMSD and ubRMSD. The DisPATChD could not improve the
accuracy of non-downscaled SMOS PassiveD from which DisPATChD
originated. However, the DisPATChD showed a close performance to
that of SMOS PassiveD.

The SMAP EnhancedD with mean R2 of 0.81, mean RMSD of
0.061 m3 m−3 and mean bias of 0.024 m3 m−3 was found to have a
slightly better performance than the SMAP EnhancedA. The perfor-
mance of the Enhanced product was generally consistent with that of
the evaluation by Chan et al. (2018) who assessed the performance of
the Enhanced products for the period April 1, 2015 to October 30, 2016
using in situ data from the SMAP mission core validation sites including
Yanco. Chan et al. (2018) reported on the similarity between the per-
formance of Enhanced products and that of SMAP passive soil moisture
products. Based on their analysis, the SMAP EnhancedD data attained a
mean R2 of 0.92 (correlation coefficient/R = 0.96), mean RMSD of
0.048 m3 m−3 and mean bias of 0.02 m3 m−3 with in situ stations over
the Yanco region. Li et al. (2018) evaluated the accuracy of the SMAP
EnhancedD against two ground-based soil moisture and temperature
monitoring networks located in the Tibetan Plateau, likewise reported
on the reliability of the SMAP EnhancedD products in capturing the
temporal variations of soil moisture. Li et al. (2018) reported small
values of ubRMSE (0.055–0.059 m3 m−3) and high temporal correla-
tion coefficients (0.64–0.88) for Enhanced Products.

Similar to slope analysis for products at 1 km, there was no sub-
stantial statistical difference between the mean slope values for pro-
ducts at 9 km; with the range of mean slope being between 0.9 and 1.4.
A slope larger than 1 could be attributed to the difference between the
sensing depth of downscaled products (varying between 0 and 5 cm)
and that of in situ measurements being 0–5 cm.

An unequal number of soil moisture values were analysed for the
different products included in the temporal analysis against the OzNet
stations, due to the availability of product retrievals. This may raise a
concern about the impact of the unequal number of data used in the
estimation of statistical metrics, and thus the findings from the analysis.
Consequently, the temporal analysis was also conducted for a consistent
number of data by using only observations on the same dates (eight
days only). This included comparison of SMAP EnhancedD, SMAP
SFIM, SMAP PassiveD, SMOS PassiveD, SMAP VTCI and SMOS VTCI
against the OzNet measurements. Findings from this analysis were
consistent with the earlier results. However, the statistical metrics of
the eight days only scenario were deteriorated compared to those
summarized in Fig. 9. Still, the SMAP VTCI at both 1 and 9 km were
found to have the best performance. For the comparisons conducted at
1 km, the SMAP PassiveD followed closely the SMAP VTCI. Results
obtained from the analysis of products at 9 km revealed that the per-
formance of SMAP VTCI was followed by that of the SMAP EnhancedD
and SMAP PassiveD.

5.1.3. General results
In the case of temporal analysis of downscaled products at 9 km

against OzNet (Fig. 13), SMAP EnhancedA and EnhancedD products
were generally superior to other downscaled products. Both reached the
highest temporal correlation with OzNet and had the lowest bias. SMAP
VTCI at 1 km resolution also showed superiority to the remaining
downscaled products at 1 km.

5.2. Temporal analysis against airborne PLMR soil moisture

5.2.1. Evaluation of products at 1 km
The temporal analysis of products was also carried out against the

entire airborne PLMR soil moisture maps captured over the SMAPEx-4
and -5 airborne field campaigns. A summary of product accuracy sta-
tistics at 1 and 9 km resolution are presented as boxplots in Figs. 10 and
11, respectively. When the same number of downscaled and non-
downscaled soil moisture maps at 1 km (Fig. 10-a) were evaluated,

descending SMAP and SMOS coarse passive products showed super-
iority in terms of accuracy when contrasted with the downscaled pro-
ducts, having a mean R2≥ 0.6 and mean RMSD of ~0.09 m3 m−3. The
SMOS DisPATChD maintained a similar accuracy to that of SMOS
PassiveD, and performed the best among the downscaled products.
Generally, all products underestimated the airborne PLMR soil
moisture; with the underestimation being greater in the SMAP PassiveA
and SMOS DisPATChA.

For the comparison against SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field cam-
paigns (Fig. 10-c), SMOS VTCI at 1 km performed the best with R2 of
0.76, RMSD of 0.084 m3 m−3 and ubRMSD of 0.056 m3 m−3, which
were better statistical metrics than for the other products. This was
followed by the SMOS DisPATChD and SMAP PassiveD products which
performed similarly; with a mean R2 close to 0.4, mean RMSD of about
0.12 m3 m−3 and mean bias between 0 and −0.05 m3 m−3. It is to be
noted that the maximum R2 for both SMOS VTCI and DisPATChD was
equal to 1, while other products could not reach this high level of
temporal agreement with airborne PLMR soil moisture. The slope of the
linear regression defined between downscaled products and PLMR soil
moisture maps showed dependency to R2. As anticipated, the slope
values were small (close to zero) for products that had low R2. The slope
was mainly explained by the correlation, knowing that slope equals to
(correlation)×(standard deviation of downscaled products/standard
deviation of reference data). Therefore, the standard deviation of
downscaled products was rather similar across all products. Compar-
ison of SMOS VTCI and SMOS DisPATCh as optical-based products has
also been conducted for the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns,
by choosing the same dates. Based on this comparison, the performance
of DisPATCh and VTCI was quite comparable.

5.2.2. Evaluation of products at 9 km
At 9 km resolution for the scenario in which the same number of soil

moisture maps were evaluated (Fig. 11-a), the SMAP EnhansedA and
EnhancedD products with average R2 of 0.92 and 0.94, respectively,
surpassed the other downscaled soil moisture products in capturing the
temporal evolution of airborne soil moisture estimates, followed by
SMAP PassiveD, SFIM and MOEA. The SMOS PassiveD and SMAP A/P
products also showed a good performance with R2 of 0.75 for the first
and 0.73 for the later. The SMAP PassiveD without being downscaled
was among the best results and yielded an R2 of 0.89 and ubRMSD of
0.054 m3 m−3. Nevertheless, the SMAP EnhancedA was found to have
the best agreement with airborne PLMR soil moisture. The SMAP En-
hancedA not only had a high coefficient of determination but also low
RMSD and/or ubRMSD. The DisPATChA at 9 km - retrieved from an
optical-based downscaling technique - had the lowest agreement with
airborne PLMR soil moisture. This is unlike the DisPATChD which was
shown to have a moderate performance with R2 of 0.75. The Dis-
PATChD yielded on average similar performance to the SMOS PassiveD.
While it did not improve nor maintain the accuracy of SMOS PassiveD
in terms of RMSD and ubRMSD, it deteriorated the R2 and bias relative
to SMOS PassiveD. Nevertheless, the R2 of SMOS PassiveD was not
significantly above that of DisPATChD. These findings are in agreement
with those obtained from evaluation of all available soil moisture
products during the SMAPEx-4 (Fig. 11-b).

For the comparison against SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field cam-
paigns (Fig. 11-c), SMOS VTCI at 9 km performed the best with a mean
R2 of 0.91, mean bias of −0.04 m3 m−3, mean RMSD of 0.061 m3 m−3,
and mean ubRMSD of 0.039 m3 m−3 followed by SMAP MOEA and A/
P, which were only available for the SMAPEx-4 period. The remaining
products, with the exception of the SMAP VTCI, SMOS DisPATChA and
SMAP PassiveA, had similar performance with mean R2 between 0.2
and 0.5 and varying RMSD between 0.1 and 0.13 m3 m−3.

5.2.3. Seasonal performance of products at 1 km
In order to assess the seasonal impact on the performance of pro-

ducts at 1 km, the temporal analysis of products was also carried out for
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Fig. 11. As for Fig. 10 but for the comparison against airborne PLMR soil moisture at 9 km.
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the SMAPEx-5 airborne field campaign conducted in the austral spring.
During the SMAPEx-5 with wet soils, the products again under-
estimated the airborne PLMR soil moisture, being even more severe
than for SMAPEx-4. This underestimation could be the result of
standing water in some fields and the denser vegetation cover in

cropping areas during SMAPEx-5. The performance of SMOS
DisPATChD, SMAP EnhancedD, SMAP EnhancedA and SMAP PassiveD
during SMAPEx-5 showed a minor difference over their performance
during SMAPEx-4 in terms of R2 and ubRMSD. With the exception of
SMOS PassiveD, whereby R2 decreased marginally from 0.66 (SMAPEx-

Fig. 12. Summary of results obtained from spatial analysis of soil moisture products at 1 km against airborne PLMR soil moisture in which analysis was carried out
for all the pixels covering the study area. These results are from different scenarios including: a) the equal number of downscaled products captured during SMAPEx-
4, b) all available products during the SMAPEx-4, and c) products captured over the entire SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns' period.
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Fig. 13. As for Fig. 12 but for the spatial analysis at 9 km.
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4) to 0.57 (SMAPEx-5), the R2 of remaining products during SMAPEx-5
increased by more than 0.5 compared to that of SMAPEx-4. The SMAP
PassiveA products experienced the largest increase (0.68) in terms of R2

and had the lowest agreement with SMAPEx-4 PLMR soil moisture.
More explicit spatial and temporal patterns of soil moisture were ob-
served in the PLMR derived maps during the SMAPEx-5 than the
SMAPEx-4 airborne field campaign, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. There-
fore, it was expected that the downscaled products would best capture
the explicit spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture during the
SMAPEx-5 airborne field campaign. Results from the comparison of
SMOS VTCI and SMOS DisPATCh on the same dates during the
SMAPEx-5 airborne field campaign revealed a similarity of DisPATCh
and VTCI in terms of performance.

For the comparison against SMAPEx-5 airborne field campaign data,
with the exception of SMOS PassiveD and DisPATChD with R2 less than
0.6, the remaining products were found to have an R2 greater than 0.75.
The SMOS DisPATChA had a reasonable performance with an R2 of
0.77, a lower bias (−0.033 m3 m−3) and a lower ubRMSD (0.044 m3

m−3) than other products. This is unlike the SMOS VTCI, SMAP VTCI,
SMAP PassiveA, SMAP PassiveD, and SMOS PassiveA, which with R2 ≥
0.85 could not meet the accuracy requirements in terms of bias and
RMSD. For instance, the SMOS VTCI had the largest bias equal to
−0.115 m3 m−3 on average and the largest RMSD equal to 0.143 m3

m−3 on average.

5.2.4. Seasonal performance of products at 9 km
The seasonal performance assessment was also carried out for the

products at 9 km. Based on this comparison, with the exception of
SMOS PassiveD, SMOS DisPATChA and DisPATChD, the remaining
products were superior with an R2≥ 0.9. This is not in line with the
findings from the SMAPEx-4 in which SMOS PassiveA, SMOS
DisPATChA and SMAP PassiveA had an R2 less than 0.3. Generally, the
variation of RMSD, ubRMSD, and bias obtained from evaluation of 9 km
products during the SMAPEx-5 was found to be smaller than that of
products at 1 km. Still, the average of obtained statistical metrics for
9 km products was quite similar to that of products at 1 km.

Generally, a comparison of the temporal performance of DisPATCh
products against airborne PLMR soil moisture showed that the accuracy
of DisPATCh products was noticeably affected by that of the SMOS
Passive products. While DisPATCh products were not superior to SMOS
Passive products in terms of R2, the DisPATCh products were shown to
mimic the SMOS Passive R2. For example, the SMOS PassiveA and
SMOS PassiveD at 9 km had an average R2 of 0.9 and 0.63, respectively,
during the SMAPEx-5, with DisPATChA and DisPATChD showing an
average R2 of 0.8 and 0.5 for the former and latter. Results herein have
also shown that DisPATCh products had a higher RMSD/ubRMSD than
SMOS Passive products during SMAPEx-4, which is opposite to the re-
sults obtained for the SMAPEx-5 period. During SMAPEx-5 the RMSD of
DisPATCh products were slightly lower than those of the SMOS Passive
products.

5.2.5. General results
Analysis of downscaled products against airborne PLMR soil

moisture maps revealed the superiority of the oversampling-based
technique in terms of delivering more frequent and accurate down-
scaled products than the radar-, optical- and radiometer-based techni-
ques. The SMAP Enhanced products not only had better performance
and availability, but also showed improvement over coarse SMAP
radiometer only soil moisture products in terms of accuracy and spatial
scale.

5.3. Spatial analysis against airborne PLMR soil moisture

Spatial analysis of soil moisture products was carried out against
airborne PLMR soil moisture maps covering the entire study area during
the SMAPEx-4 and -5 airborne field campaigns. This spatial analysis

involved evaluation of the daily maps of soil moisture estimates against
the corresponding airborne PLMR maps in the same scenarios as in the
temporal analysis. A summary of the spatial accuracy statistics of pro-
ducts at 1 and 9 km are presented as boxplots in Figs. 12 and 13, re-
spectively.

5.3.1. Evaluation of products at 1 km
When downscaled soil moisture maps at 1 km were evaluated

(Fig. 12), they showed low spatial correlation, denoted by R2, with
airborne PLMR maps. Such a low spatial correlation was followed by
low linear regression slope. In the spatial analysis, the spatial correla-
tion was very low for all products, with the slope mainly determined by
the standard deviation of downscaled products in space. Furthermore,
they underestimated the variability of the PLMR soil moisture with the
range of average bias between −0.016 and −0.075 m3 m−3. For the
scenarios including: i) evaluation of the same number of products
(Fig. 12-a) and ii) evaluation of products during the SMAPEx-4 (Fig. 12-
b), the products had a mean R2 of less than 0.2 and the range of mean
RMSD between 0.083 and 0.146 m3 m−3. These results in general are
not much different from those of comparisons against SMAPEx-4 and -5
airborne field campaigns (Fig. 12-c). However, results in Fig. 12-c
showed closer resemblance in the performance of products compared to
Fig. 12-a and b.

5.3.2. Evaluation of products at 9 km
In the case of spatial pattern analysis of products at 9 km (Fig. 13),

generally, SMAP EnhancedA and EnhancedD products were superior to
other products. Both reached the highest spatial correlation with air-
borne PLMR soil moisture and had the lowest bias. Nevertheless, the
SMAP Enhanced products had mean R2 less than 0.5 and mean bias
larger than 0.04 m3 m−3. In addition, the slope of linear regression
between SMAP Enhanced products and PLMR soil moisture was close to
0.1. The slope was mainly determined by the standard deviation of
downscaled products in space, which is expected to be lower for
coarser/lower resolutions. The SMAP A/P showed the highest varia-
bility in terms of slope range, and SMAP EnhancedA was one of the
products with the lowest variability. Apart from the Enhanced products,
the SFIM performance was shown to be one of the best during the short
SMAPEx-4 period.

5.3.3. Seasonal performance of products at 1 km
Comparison of the performance of products at 1 km during the

SMAPEx-5 (austral spring) against that of products during the SMAPEx-
4 (austral autumn) showed that there was no noticeable seasonal im-
pact on the spatial performance of products. None of the products at
1 km could capture the spatial pattern of PLMR soil moisture with high
correlation and low RMSD. Agreeing with findings from the evaluation
of products during the SMAPEx-4 period, the mean R2 of products was
generally less than 0.1 and mean RMSD was higher than 0.09 m3 m−3

for SMAPEx-5. Regardless of season, there was an underestimation of
PLMR soil moisture by products with a more noticeable error in the
SMAPEx-5 period.

5.3.4. Seasonal performance of products at 9 km
In contrast to the seasonal performance of products at 1 km, the

seasonal impact on the spatial performance of products at 9 km was
noticeable. Products at 9 km showed slightly better performance during
SMAPEx-4 than during SMAPEx-5 when soils were wet. Comparison of
the correlation of products with PLMR soil moisture during SMAPEx-5
with that of products during SMAPEx-4 showed a reduction of R2 for
SMAPEx-5, which was more pronounced for the SMAP SFIM. The SMAP
SFIM was among products with the best performance during SMAPEx-4,
but among those with the poorest performance during SMAPEx-5. The
SMAP SFIM experienced a decrease in R2 from 0.33 in SMAPEx-4 to
0.14 in SMAPEx-5 and increase of RMSD from 0.062 to 0.093 m3 m−3.
Although the performance of SMAP EnhancedA was slightly poorer
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during SMAPEx-5 than SMAPEx-4, it still ranked the best with R2 of
0.18, RMSD of 0.089 m3 m−3 and ubRMSD of 0.055 m3 m−3.

5.3.5. General results
Based on the results, none of the downscaled products could capture

the spatial variability of the PLMR soil moisture maps. Products at both
1 and 9 km showed low spatial correlation with airborne PLMR maps,
denoted by R2 values less than 0.5. However, products at 1 km had a
lower spatial correlation than the products at 9 km, with R2 values of
~0.1. While none of these methods met the accuracy expectations, the
slightly better results at 9 km were expected, being an artefact of un-
dertaking the evaluation at larger spatial scales where the high spatial
variability is smoothed by the averaging processes.

Superiority of the oversampling-based technique to the radar-, op-
tical- and radiometer-based techniques, in capturing spatial variability
of airborne PLMR soil moisture, was revealed based on findings from
spatial analysis. Nevertheless, the oversampling-based products did not
indicate a strong correlation with the airborne PLMR spatial pattern.
The superiority of the oversampling-based product relative to others
was not limited to just the spatial patterns provided by airborne PLMR
soil moisture maps; temporal evaluation against the in situ soil moisture
measurements and airborne PLMR soil moisture estimates also revealed
superiority of the oversampling-based products. For both of the tem-
poral analyses, oversampling-based products had a low RMSD/ubRMSD
and high R2 values. Availability of the oversampling-based products
under all-weather conditions is another factor supporting their adop-
tion for applications.

6. Discussion

This paper has rigorously assessed the performance of a variety of
available downscaled soil moisture products at resolutions between 1
and 10 km, to find approach(es) that is(are) applicable for multi-sensor
soil moisture retrieval from the SMAP and SMOS. This assessment in-
volved comprehensive inter-comparison of downscaled products, in-
cluding radar-, optical-, radiometer- and oversampling-based retrievals
against in situ and airborne reference data for a typical Australian
landscape and climate. The performance of the original coarse radio-
meter only products including SMAP and SMOS was analyzed to un-
derstand the extent of improvement of their respective downscaled
products in terms of accuracy and capability of capturing the spatio-
temporal variability of soil moisture relative to assuming a uniform
spatial field. A summary of accuracy statistics of the downscaled and
non-downscaled products at 9 km, evaluated against the airborne PLMR
soil moisture during SMAPEx-4 and -5, and OzNet in situ soil moisture
measurements is provided in Table 2. Based on Table 2, none of the
products at 9 km could deliver soil moisture estimates at an accuracy of
0.04 m3 m−3, being the accuracy requirement suggested for a wide
range of soil moisture applications over areas with vegetation water
content of less than 5 kg.m−2 (Entekhabi et al., 2008).

Based on the results, downscaled products showed a range of per-
formance against different reference data sets and under differing
spatial scale, weather and climate condition. This variation of perfor-
mance between downscaled products could be influenced by the nature
of utilized ancillary data for downscaling purpose. For example, in
Figs. 6 and 7 the optical-based products could not retrieve consistent
time series of soil moisture maps under cloudy skies as optical ob-
servations are not captured under cloud coverage. This shortcoming
reduces the functionality of optical-based techniques while the high
temporal and spatial resolution of optical observations make them a
promising ancillary data for soil moisture downscaling. Studies such as
Zhao and Li (2013), Peng et al. (2015), Piles et al. (2016), and Sabaghy
et al. (2018) have suggested the use of geostationary based optical
observations, instead of the optical imagery captured by polar orbiting
counterparts, to overcome this issue. The geostationary sensors provide
more frequent acquisitions and thus an opportunity for more cloud-free

observations. Furthermore, multi-sensor data fusion techniques could
be employed as an alternative to the use of geostationary based optical
observations, in order to generate continuous time series of cloud-free
optical imageries (e.g. Long et al., 2019).

Unlike optical-based products, radar-, radiometer-, and over-
sampling-based downscaled soil moisture maps were available regard-
less of meteorological conditions. Oversampling-based products re-
trieved from optimal interpolation theory, which provides the closest
observation to what could be measured by the radiometric instrument
at the interpolation point, has the added advantage of not needing
concurrent data from other sensors. This factor prevents data loss due to
unavailability of required ancillary data for disaggregation. The lack of
access to concurrent radar and radiometer observations that have the
same temporal repeat is the main factor that limits the application of
the radar-based downscaling techniques.

The oversampling-based soil moisture products (SMAP EnhancedA
and SMAP EnhancedD) best captured the temporal and spatial varia-
bility of soil moisture overall, though the SMAP MOEA and A/P had the
better temporal agreement with PLMR during the short SMAPEx-4
period. This superiority may lie in the characteristic of the L-band
radiometer and radar data used for their soil moisture disaggregation.
Especially, the oversampling-based soil moisture products with their
disaggregation procedure based on the use of SMAP L-band radiometer
imageries that are less affected by vegetation cover, surface roughness
and meteorology condition.

The summary of accuracy statistics, in the review of temporal
analysis of different downscaling techniques displayed in Fig. 8 of
Sabaghy et al. (2018), indicated that the radar-based technique was
expected to deliver more accurate downscaled soil moisture products
than optical-based techniques, with radar having been previously
shown to have a greater sensitivity to soil moisture dynamics than
optical observation and with a direct relation to soil moisture dynamics.
Nevertheless, in this study the temporal analysis of products against the
OzNet ground-based soil moisture measurements revealed that optical-
based products (SMAP VTCI at 9 km) performed the best, followed by
the oversampling-based product (SMAP EnhancedD). The radiometer-
based products which had the poorest performance in the review by
Sabaghy et al. (2018), herein showed reasonable performance, being
slightly higher than that of radar-based products (SMAP A/P and
MOEA). Moreover, the temporal analysis of products against the air-
borne PLMR soil moisture during SMAPEx-4 and -5 revealed that SMOS
VTCI at 9 km performed the best, followed by the radar-based products
(SMAP A/P and MOEA).

Differences observed between the temporal analysis of products
against in situ and airborne soil moisture references suggest that relying
only on in situ measurement is not appropriate for validation of soil
moisture maps; basically in situ measurements are not necessarily a
great indicator of soil moisture variation in space. Furthermore, in situ
measurements are not consistent and have station-to-station bias var-
iations (Colliander et al., 2017). In addition, Yee et al. (2016) re-
commended a need to identify the most representative station(s) based
on evaluation against intensive soil moisture measurements to avoid
biases in the in situmeasurements due to station placement. While there
are a few isolated locations where temporal evaluation was possible
using stations, the aircraft with its full spatial coverage created the
opportunity to look in detail at the spatial patterns.

Based on the temporal analysis of seasonal performance, the per-
formance of SMOS PassiveA and DisPATChA products was noticeably
affected by the season. The 9 km SMOS PassiveA and DisPATChA had
mean R2< 0.3 during SMAPEx-4 and mean R2≥ 0.8 during SMAPEx-5,
while the average RMSD/ubRMSD and bias of these products were
approximately the same for both campaigns. Merlin et al. (2012) pre-
viously reported a similar impact of seasonal variations on the accuracy
of DisPATCh products in capturing the spatial dynamic of soil moisture
but with better temporal correlation of DisPATCh products against re-
ference soil moisture for summer (semi-arid climate) than winter
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(temperate climate). The downscaled DisPATCh products were derived
using the evaporative efficiency as the main downscaling factor, which
has a higher level of coupling with surface soil moisture for the semi-
arid rather than temperate climate (e.g. Merlin et al., 2012; Colliander
et al., 2017); with evaporation being the primary control on soil wet-
ness in semi-arid conditions. Results herein have shown that the R2 of
DisPATChD during semi-arid (SMAPEx-4, austral spring) and temperate
climate (SMAPEx-5, austral autumn) remained the same. Conversely,
results from the analysis of DisPATChA products agree with the results
of Merlin et al. (2012), being that the R2 of DisPATChA for the semi-arid
climate was significantly higher than that of DisPATChA for the tem-
perate climate. In order to avoid such a reduction of DisPATCh per-
formance for wet soil conditions, Djamai et al. (2015) have re-
commended the use of a non-linear relationship between soil moisture
and soil evaporative efficiency instead of the linear one used herein.

Results also showed that the seasonal performance of DisPATCh
products was similar to that of passive soil moisture estimates from
which the DisPATCh products originated. These findings suggest that
the performance of DisPATCh is heavily influenced by the performance
of the original passive soil moisture estimates. Therefore, the un-
certainty of the original passive soil moisture products is dictating the
accuracy of DisPATCh. These findings are not consistent with findings
from Merlin et al. (2012) and Colliander et al. (2017), that proposed the
coupling between soil moisture and evaporative efficiency as the main
factor controlling the accuracy of DisPATCh products. Improvement of
the accuracy of passive coarse soil moisture products is therefore an-
other requirement for improvement of DisPATCh products.

Based on the spatial analysis of seasonal performance, products at
1 km had similar performance for SMAPEx-4 and SMAPEx-5 regardless
of season. These results are contrasted against those obtained from
spatial analysis of products at 9 km. In general, products at 9 km had
slightly better performance during SMAPEx-4 than SMAPEx-5. The
stark contrast of the performance of downscaled products during
SMAPEx-4 and SMAPEx-5, was specifically introduced for SMAP SFIM
products. Reduced sensitivity of high frequency radiometer observa-
tions to soil moisture dynamics under increased vegetation cover and
rainfall events during SMAPEx-5 could be the key factor in accuracy
reduction of SMAP SFIM in temperate climate.

7. Conclusion

This paper has presented the first analysis of the alternative
downscaled soil moisture products currently available against a
common reference data set, to overview their applicability for the ap-
plications requiring soil moisture products at resolutions higher than
10 km. While cloudy skies limit the application of optical-based
downscaled products, the SMAP and SMOS VTCI as optical-based pro-
ducts had the highest level of temporal agreement with OzNet and
airborne PLMR soil moisture, respectively. However, they could not
meet the temporal requirements for applications. The use of geosta-
tionary based optical sensors which collect data at about 30-minute
time intervals may help to overcome this shortcoming by increasing the
chance of capturing cloud-free observations.

The oversampling-based soil moisture products (SMAP EnhancedA
and SMAP EnhancedD) best captured the temporal and spatial varia-
bility of soil moisture overall, though the SMAP MOEA and A/P had a
better temporal agreement with PLMR during the short SMAPEx-4
period. The SMAP Enhanced products not only surpassed the other
downscaled products in terms of performance and accuracy, but also in
terms of availability under all-weather conditions and improvement of
soil moisture retrieval over coarse passive microwave retrievals.
Furthermore, the interpolation technique used for the Enhanced soil
moisture production does not require any concurrent data from other
satellites. However, the spatial resolution of the SMAP Enhanced pro-
ducts does not meet the requirements for application to agriculture and
water resources management, which need a resolution of at least 1 km.

The difference between temporal analysis of products against in situ
and airborne soil moisture reference data sets also pointed to the fact
that relying on in situ measurement alone is not appropriate for vali-
dation of soil moisture maps; basically in situmeasurements that are site
specific and sparsely distributed ignored the short scale spatial varia-
tion of soil moisture. Furthermore, the difference between temporal and
spatial analysis of products against the airborne PLMR soil moisture
maps suggests that dependence on temporal analysis is not ideal for
assessing the performance of spatial variation in soil moisture products.
Based on the purpose of the soil moisture application, spatial analysis
should be conducted to quantify the performance of the soil moisture
products in capturing the variability of soil moisture in space.

Table 2
Averaged accuracy of the downscaled and non-downscaled products at 9 km, evaluated against the airborne PLMR soil moisture and OzNet in situ soil moisture
measurements. Notes: i) the evaluation of SMAP MOEA and A/P was only carried out during the short SMAPEx-4 period due to radar availability, and ii) grey cells
indicate the accuracy of products with superior performance to the other downscaled products.
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Fig. A1. Land cover maps showing dominant vegetation cover at 1 and 9 km spatial resolution the same as that of downscaled soil moisture maps.

Table A1
Summary table on the relative accuracy [-] of soil moisture downscaling products at 1 km derived from their temporal analysis against OzNet in situ and airborne
PLMR soil moisture estimates.

Against OzNet Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-4 and -5)

Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-4)

Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-5)

Downscaling technique Downscaled product Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]

SMOS DisPATChA 0.113 0.415 0.390 −0.204 0.633 0.510 −0.273 0.743 0.587 −0.083 0.401 0.170
Optical-based SMOS DisPATChD 0.060 0.527 0.516 −0.099 0.538 0.451 −0.160 0.604 0.468 −0.134 0.488 0.329

SMAP VTCI 0.080 0.387 0.305 −0.294 0.731 0.604 − − − −0.189 0.488 0.303
SMOS VTCI 0.005 0.540 0.494 −0.203 0.493 0.341 − − − −0.421 0.519 0.230
SMAP PassiveA 0.110 0.395 0.363 −0.300 0.691 0.588 −0.318 0.648 0.549 −0.272 0.482 0.271

Uniform field SMAP PassiveD 0.244 0.410 0.321 −0.222 0.594 0.496 −0.148 0.394 0.292 −0.233 0.486 0.282
SMOS PassiveA 0.141 0.336 0.314 −0.231 0.675 0.598 −0.189 0.643 0.567 −0.246 0.510 0.330
SMOS PassiveD 0.180 0.566 0.507 −0.240 0.648 0.563 −0.099 0.481 0.379 −0.297 0.548 0.381

Table A2
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As for Table A1 but for products at 9 km.

Against OzNet Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-4 and -5)

Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-4)

Against airborne PLMR
(SMAPEx-5)

Downscaling technique Downscaled product Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]

Radar-based SMAP MOEA 0.311 0.492 0.381 −0.111 0.330 0.271 −0.111 0.330 0.271 − − −
SMAP A/P 0.404 0.770 0.646 −0.242 0.488 0.341 −0.242 0.488 0.341 − − −
SMOS DisPATChA −0.072 0.293 0.284 −0.241 0.612 0.558 −0.367 0.724 0.627 −0.148 0.336 0.260

Optical-based SMOS DisPATChD −0.085 0.433 0.424 −0.195 0.543 0.487 −0.169 0.531 0.428 −0.216 0.412 0.310
SMAP VTCI −0.148 0.241 0.191 −0.335 0.654 0.568 − − − −0.266 0.424 0.304
SMOS VTCI −0.145 0.459 0.439 −0.238 0.327 0.222 − − − −0.423 0.465 0.178

Radiometer-based SMAP SFIM 0.209 0.372 0.311 −0.178 0.486 0.432 −0.043 0.358 0.288 −0.209 0.378 0.319
Oversampling-based SMAP EnhancedA 0.020 0.295 0.294 −0.254 0.537 0.465 −0.098 0.288 0.223 −0.294 0.376 0.225

SMAP EnhancedD 0.093 0.289 0.274 −0.233 0.494 0.433 −0.181 0.324 0.274 −0.264 0.379 0.255
SMAP PassiveA 0.070 0.331 0.315 −0.322 0.611 0.516 −0.356 0.647 0.546 −0.337 0.405 0.229

Uniform field SMAP PassiveD 0.177 0.322 0.275 −0.249 0.505 0.423 −0.183 0.326 0.252 −0.301 0.395 0.250
SMOS PassiveA 0.068 0.269 0.260 −0.240 0.594 0.534 −0.196 0.587 0.551 −0.251 0.422 0.303
SMOS PassiveD 0.102 0.477 0.466 −0.250 0.546 0.513 −0.101 0.395 0.361 −0.301 0.456 0.307

Table A3
Summary table on the relative accuracy [-] of soil moisture downscaling products at 1 km derived from their spatial analysis against airborne PLMR soil moisture
maps.

Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-4 and -5) Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-4) Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-5)

Downscaling technique Downscaled product Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]

SMOS DisPATChA 0.009 0.643 0.537 −0.085 0.833 0.548 −0.077 0.524 0.520
Optical-based SMOS DisPATChD −0.082 0.579 0.544 −0.082 0.680 0.561 −0.216 0.584 0.501

SMAP VTCI −0.127 0.520 0.446 − − − −0.132 0.554 0.484
SMOS VTCI −0.266 0.572 0.495 − − − −0.421 0.645 0.495
SMAP PassiveA −0.068 0.522 0.465 −0.086 0.479 0.451 −0.231 0.559 0.517

Uniform field SMAP PassiveD −0.128 0.499 0.455 −0.181 0.456 0.422 −0.200 0.549 0.519
SMOS PassiveA 0.007 0.512 0.469 0.121 0.476 0.461 −0.175 0.547 0.527
SMOS PassiveD −0.180 0.545 0.501 −0.122 0.540 0.438 −0.393 0.615 0.533

Table A4
As for Table A3 but for products at 9 km.

Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-4 and -5) Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-4) Against airborne PLMR (SMAPEx-5)

Downscaling technique Downscaled product Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD Bias RMSD ubRMSD
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]

Radar-based SMAP MOEA −0.090 0.351 0.273 −0.090 0.351 0.273 − − −
SMAP A/P −0.087 0.525 0.509 −0.087 0.525 0.509 − − −
SMOS DisPATChA −0.042 0.447 0.327 −0.086 0.544 0.393 −0.138 0.347 0.306

Optical-based SMOS DisPATChD −0.177 0.387 0.327 −0.062 0.387 0.344 −0.367 0.508 0.281
SMAP VTCI −0.128 0.317 0.265 − − − −0.140 0.402 0.244
SMOS VTCI −0.271 0.377 0.261 − − − −0.447 0.524 0.265

Radiometer-based SMAP SFIM 0.039 0.373 0.238 −0.007 0.370 0.202 −0.238 0.344 0.231
Oversampling-based SMAP EnhancedA −0.082 0.274 0.222 −0.074 0.225 0.213 −0.222 0.354 0.242

SMAP EnhancedD −0.103 0.290 0.224 −0.110 0.286 0.189 −0.222 0.354 0.242
SMAP PassiveA −0.086 0.312 0.267 −0.091 0.261 0.245 −0.259 0.362 0.262

Uniform field SMAP PassiveD −0.114 0.313 0.250 −0.158 0.297 0.233 −0.236 0.369 0.262
SMOS PassiveA 0.020 0.309 0.233 0.158 0.307 0.230 −0.178 0.368 0.248
SMOS PassiveD −0.124 0.389 0.230 −0.089 0.270 0.230 −0.407 0.497 0.248
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